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PRIMA EQUESTRIAN – MOUNT ALBERT, ONTARIO
The keuring at Prima Equestrian had to make some quick adjustments to the
schedule due to our canceled flight from Philadelphia, which forced us to spend the
night there. Lucky we only had a 2-hour late start and everyone worked hard to
keep things moving so we could make our flight to Quebec later in the day.

Glowstick P Roy Maher

The keuring started with the IBOP jumper. The 4-year-old Register A gelding
Glowstick P (Balou du Rouet x Rolanda elite by Ahorn pref; bred by Prima
Equestrian, owned by Cheryl and Chris Mayberry) passed his IBOP with a total
score of 79. The scopey Glowstick improved in his technique as the fences
were raised. Glowstick had a very balanced, long strided canter and seemed
to be really careful. He could be quicker in the take-off under saddle but he
had a good overview of the jump and was athletic in his scope. During free
jumping Glowstick had a quick and upward take-off, with quick use of his front
leg. He showed very good bascule and a lot of scope. His free jumping earned
him an 84 in the CBF cup, a new leading high score.

Fuegobanta Roy Maher

The long-lined but small Fuegobanta (Indoctro pref x Onlybanta vb by Celano; o/b
Maya Polson) earned her ster predicate with her free jumping performance.
Fuegobanta had the ability to collect the last canter stride before the fence and
have a quick, powerful upward take-off. Fuegobanta showed great technique and
body use over the vertical. Over the oxer she still had a quick take off but could
show more athletic scope.
The ster mare Aquila K (Indoctro pref x Laurette S stb x Lord Calando; bred by A.
Kommers, owned by VDL Stud) already had already earned her sport predicate in
jumping and was [successfully] presented for her keur conformation. This longlined mare was sufficient developed and had a long lined body. She was very
correct and had a functional movement. Aquila K was awarded the high point adult
jumper of this keuring and earned her keur predicate.

Aquila K Roy Maher

Zieta SK. (Sir Sinclair keur x Gonnie ster prok by Zeoliet keur; breeder C. and K.
Soethout-Koopman, owner Elizabeth Gordon) was presented in the dressage
IBOP. Zieta had a nice frame under saddle and improved during the second
part of the IBOP. All three gaits were clear and supple with sufficient length of
stride. Zieta had a very workable character and she was very responsive to the
aids. She received an 8.5 for her rideability and a total score of 76.5 .

Karat P Lana Sneddon

Kolanda P Roy Maher

A very good class of jumper foals all earned a first premium. The elegant,
modern Karat P (Voltaire pref x Pepita-S keur by Emilion pref ; b/o Prima
Equestrian) led the class and had good jumper conformation. This long lined,
well-proportioned filly has a good topline, long withers and a long croup. Her
light-footed canter was balanced with good length of stride. Karat P is placed
second in the nation so far.
Second in the class was the well-muscled Kolanda P (Vigo d’Arsouilees x
Rolanda elite by Ahorn pref; o/b Prima Equestrian). This feminine filly had a
strong topline, long withers with a sloping shoulder and very correct legs. Her
supple canter had good length of stride with sufficient balance.
Third in this class was the well-developed Kisme Blue P (Zirocco Blue VDL x
Echinidee DN by Chin Chin; o/b Prima Equestriaan). Kisme Blue also had good
jumper conformation with a good topline. His powerful canter had good
length of stride and sufficient use of the body.

Kolette P Lana Sneddon

The only dressage foal at this location was the young Kolette P (Uphill x
Odette N keur pref by Houston keur; o/b Prima Equestriaan). This feminine
filly had an “uphill” body direction. Her long vertical neck was well muscled.
Kolette P had long, well developed withers and a long sloping shoulder. Her
well-muscled back and loin supported her carrying and uphill movement. Her
trot had good rhythm and was light-footed. The canter had good articulation
and good length of stride. In all her gaits Kolette P showed good suspension.

These remarks are for a snapshot in the lifetime of a horse.
Not all first premium or ster horses are mentioned in “The Reports from the Road”; only
those horses that really stand out to the jury.

IBOP

CBF Cup
Stb/Ster

Yearling

Foals

Jumping
Glowstick P (Balou du Rouet x Ahorn)
Dressage
Zieta K (Sir Sinclair x Zeoliet)
4 year old
Glowstick P (Balou du Rouet x Ahorn)
Mares Jumping
Fuegobanta (Indoctro x Celano)
Aquila K (Indoctro x Lord Calando)
Jumper
Jabablahoma P (Nabab de Reve x
Guidam)
Jumper
Karat P (Voltaire x Emilion)
Kolanda P (Vigo d’Arsouilles x Ahorn)
Kisme Blue P (Zirocco Blue x Chin Chin)
Kaleidoscope (Rash R x Contucci)
Kinetic Bleu (Zirocco Blue x Chin Chin)
Kim Possible P (Voltaire x Ahorn)
Dressage
Kolette P (Uphill x Houston)

Results
79
76.5
84
Ster
70/80
keur
74

79
77
75.5
73
72.5
72
79.5

